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Mushy Zone Morphology during Directional Solidification of
Pb-5.8 Wt Pct Sb Alloy
L. YU, G.L. DING, J. REYE, S.N. OJHA and S.N. TEWARI
The Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy was directionally solidified with a positive thermal gradient of 140 K
cm21 at a growth speed ranging from 0.8 to 30 mm s21, and then it was quenched to retain the mushy
zone morphology. The morphology of the mushy zone along its entire length has been characterized
by using a serial sectioning and three-dimensional image reconstruction technique. Variation in the
cellular/dendritic shape factor, hydraulic radius of the interdendritic region, and fraction solid along
the mushy zone length has been studied. A comparison with predictions from theoretical models
indicates that convection remarkably reduces the primary dendrite spacing while its influence on the
dendrite tip radius is not as significant.
I. INTRODUCTION zone morphology that goes beyond the traditional character-
istic length scales such as primary spacing and tip radius.CELLULAR/DENDRITIC array morphologies in the The purpose of this research was to characterize the entire
mushy zone formed during directional solidification deter- mushy zone morphology in directionally solidified metallic
mine the pattern of solute segregation, which, in turn, deter- alloys for both cellular and dendritic arrays, using the
mines the mechanical properties of the directionally solidi- recently developed technique of serial sectioning and three-
fied components. An extensive body of literature[1,2,3] exists dimensional image reconstruction.[13] This technique allows
on the spacing and tip morphologies of cellular/dendritic us to render a three-dimensional view of the cellular/den-
arrays in directionally solidified transparent metal analogues, dritic arrays, accurately measure characteristic length scales
such as succinonitrile-acetone alloys. However, it has not such as the tip radius, and investigate the variation of the
been possible to examine these alloys for other important other morphology factors, such as the cell/dendrite shape
mushy zone characteristics, such as microsegregation across factor, the intercellular/dendritic hydraulic radius, and frac-
cells and dendrites, volume fraction of the solid and liquid tion solid along the mushy zone length.
phase in the mushy zone, and mushy zone permeability. Due Natural convection plays a significant role during the
to the opaque nature of the metallic alloys, in situ observation directional solidification of metallic alloys. It results in dis-
of their cellular/dendritic morphology has been possible only tortion of the mushy zone and clustering of the cells/den-
in thin (two-dimensional) samples using X-ray topography.[4] drites in one region of the microstructure (“steepling”) for
For three-dimensional arrayed growth of cells and dendrites alloys where solute enrichment leads to an increased melt
in metallic alloys, the observations are based on their di- density; an example are the aluminum-rich aluminum copper
rectionally solidified and quenched microstructures. The alloys.[5] “Seepling” is most severe for growth conditions
quenched array tip region of the mushy zone has been used where the morphology is cellular or near the cell to dendrite
for determining the tip radius, tip temperature, and tip com- transition.[14] Natural convection produces longitudinal (par-
position of cells and dendrites.[5,6] Whereas, primary spac- allel to the alloy growth direction) macrosegregation in
ing[7] and microsegregation (fraction eutectic)[8] measure- alloys where solute enrichment results in reduced melt den-
ments are based on the directionally solidified portion of sity as found in lead rich lead-tin[15] or lead-antimony.[16]
the samples. The entire mushy zone morphology, from tips of These alloys can also produce “channel segregates” under
the dendrite arrays to their base, has not been systematically certain growth conditions.[15] However, if “channel segre-
studied in any alloy. gate” formation can be avoided, then the mushy zone has a
Considerable theoretical attempts[9–12] have been made reasonably uniform morphology.[15,16] This makes these
to establish the fundamentals of cellular/dendritic growth. alloys more suitable for this study, which is aimed at a
Most[9,10,11] assumed two-dimensional, axis-symmetric, detailed quantitative characterization of the entire mushy
smooth-shaped cells and dendrites. Only recently has three- zone during directional solidification. The Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb
dimensional analysis of cells/dendrites been performed by alloy was, therefore, selected for this study.
phase field methods,[12] which can, for the first time, account
for side-branch formation in dendrites. Testing of such phase II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUREfield models requires integrated information on the mushy
A. Alloy Preparation and Directional Solidification
About 24- to 30-cm-long Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb feed-stock
samples were obtained by induction melting a charge (leadL. YU, Graduate Student, G.L. DING, Research Associate, J. REYE,
Undergraduate Student, and S.N. TEWARI, Professor, are with the Chemical 99.99 wt pct purity and antimony 99.999 wt pct purity)
Engineering Department, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115. under an argon atmosphere in a graphite crucible and pushing
S.N. OJHA, formerly Visiting Professor, Chemical Engineering Depart- the melt into evacuated quartz tubes (0.6-cm i.d.) with the
ment, Cleveland State University, is Professor, Metallurgical Engineering
help of argon pressure. The cast alloy cylinders were ex-Department, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India.
Manuscript submitted July 16, 1999. tracted and placed into the quartz directional solidification
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ampoule (0.7-cm i.d., 61-cm long). The quartz ampoule was Cell or dendrite boundaries were edge tracked on various
transverse sections, and their coordinates were fed into athen sealed at the bottom. It was evacuated from the top
and heated in the directional solidification furnace to create three-dimensional rendering software, IRIS Explorer 3.5.[18]
Details of the serial sectioning and three-dimensional imagea 15- to 20-cm-long melt column. Directional solidification
(DS) was carried out by withdrawing the ampoule from the reconstruction are reported elsewhere.[13]
furnace assembly at various speeds. After 6 to 10 cm of
directional solidification, the ampoule was quickly pulled
III. RESULTSfrom the furnace, and the melt column was quenched by
spraying water on the ampoule surface. A. Microstructure and Macrosegregation
Temperature profiles during directional solidification
Figure 1 shows typical longitudinal microstructures ofwere measured by two chromel-alumel thermocouples (0.01-
directionally solidified and quenched cellular and dendriticcm-diameter wires kept in the closed-end silica capillaries
arrays in Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy grown at different speedswith 0.06-cm o.d.) with their tips separated by 3 to 5 cm
at a thermal gradient of 140 K cm21 in the melt at the arrayalong the sample length. The steady-state thermal profile
tips. It is apparent from this figure that the cells and dendriteswas maintained as indicated by identical thermal profiles
are aligned nearly parallel to the alloy growth direction.obtained from the two thermocouples. The thermal gradient
With increasing growth speed, the morphology changes fromin the liquid at the liquid-solid interface during these experi-
cellular to dendritic. For the thermal gradient studied, thements was maintained at 140 6 8 K cm21.
cell to dendrite transition occurs at 1.5 mm s21.
Typical growth-speed dependence of the longitudinal
macrosegregation in directionally solidified samples isB. Metallography and Macrosegregation
shown in Figure 2, which plots Cs /Co vs fraction distanceLongitudinal and transverse microstructures were ob- solidified ( fs), where Cs is the antimony content in the solid
served by standard optical metallography techniques using and Co is the original solute content of the melt. In this
an etchant made up of 5 mL nitric acid, 5 mL acetic acid, figure, the symbols marked by “L” indicate composition
and 90 mL glycerin. Two millimeter thick slices were cut of the quenched liquid portion of the specimen. For each
along the length of the DS sample as a function of solidifica- directionally solidified specimen, the Co values, obtained bytion distance. These slices were chemically analyzed by measuring the area under the Cs vs fs plots that included
atomic absorption spectroscopy for their antimony content. both the directionally solidified and quenched melt portions
were found to be within 65 pct of the composition of the
precast feed stock bars obtained by chemical analysis. ThisC. Serial Sectioning and Three-Dimensional Image figure shows that Cs /Co value increases from less than unityReconstruction to values larger than unity as a function of fs. This is an
indication of extensive mixing between the interdendriticSerial sectioning and three-dimensional image reconstruc-
mushy zone liquid and the bulk melt ahead of the cellular/tion were used to obtain morphological information about
dendritic arrays. In the absence of convection, a uniformthe cell/dendrite tips. The cell/dendrite tip position at the
solute content will be expected along the entire length oftime of quench was first located by examining a longitudinal
directionally solidified specimens (except for the initial andsection through the sample. The sample portion containing
final transients, which would be of about the same size asthe mushy zone was then machined out and mounted in
the mushy zone length). Data for one as-cast feedstock sam-epoxy in order to observe the microstructure on the trans-
ple that was similarly analyzed along the specimen lengthverse sections. The sample was located in the mount such
did not show longitudinal macrosegregation (this samplethat the quenched cell/dendrite tips were about 1 mm below
was not included in this figure for the sake of clarity). Thethe mount surface. A reference hole was then drilled on
extent of macrosegregation increases with decreasing growththe transverse sections. A Leica Ultramiller,[17] which could
speed. Convection is caused by density inversion in themake serial sections and provide a surface finish suitable
interdendritic melt (antimony content increases towards thefor optical metallography, was used to obtain transverse
bottom of the mushy zone and reduces the melt density) andmicrostructures as a function of distance from the quenched
in the bulk melt immediately ahead of the tip because ofarray tips. The milled surface was lightly etched in order to
the solutal build up.[19] The extent of convection increasesreveal the microstructure. The microstructures were recorded
with decreasing growth speed.by the help of a TV camera (which was attached to the
Ultramiller) without removing the sample from the machine
stage. Boundary of the reference hole was drawn on a trans- B. Cellular/Dendritic Array Morphologyparent sheet mounted on the monitor. The sample was trans-
lated after each serial sectioning so that the image of the A series of digitized images of the dendrites on different
transverse sections in the mushy zone are presented in Figurereference hole always aligned with the reference hole image
drawn on the transparent sheet. This method assured align- 3 as a function of distance from the quenched tip. The
number at the upper-left corner indicates the distance fromment of the transverse images for the subsequent three-
dimensional rendering of the cell/dendrite tip morphology. tip. A closer examination of these images shows that den-
drites, even within their immediate neighborhood, do notTypically, a sample was cut at 3 to 5 mm steps for a distance
of about 100 mm from the array tips. Then it was sectioned have a uniform mushy zone length. Some of them lead their
neighbors, and some lag behind. For example, in the imageat 10 to 50 mm steps for a distance of about 0.3 mm into
the mushy zone. The subsequent sections were made at 100 that is 14 mm away from the tip, no tips are observed in the
upper-left corner, marked “A” (the first image of Figure 3).mm intervals.
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(b)(a)
(c)
Fig. 1—Typical longitudinal microstructures of Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy directionally solidified at 140 K cm21: (a) cellular (V 5 0.8 mm s21), (b) cellular
to dendritic transition (V 5 1.5 mm s21), and (c) dendritic (V 5 3 mm s21).
However, the same region of the transverse section (the third dendrite “B” in Figure 4(b). This would be expected for a
dendrite growing along [100] crystallographic direction. Theimage of Figure 3) shows dendrites at a distance of 91 mm
from the leading edge of the array tips. dendrites in Figure 4(a) appear to be parallel to one another.
However, a slight tilt is observed. In the transverse view,A three-dimensional view of the dendrite array through
the mushy zone is shown in Figure 4(a). A view directly when the sections of the four side lobes appear perfectly
superimposed for one dendrite, the other dendrites in thelooking into the array from the tip is shown in Figure 4(b).
The primary dendrites show no evidence of any rotation as immediate vicinity do not show perfect alignment. A tilt of
2 to 4 deg is required to achieve perfect alignment of theshown by a nearly perfect match among the respective views
of the four side lobes at more than 120 transverse sections, four side branch lobes along their length. The tilt may be
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in Figure 5. The mushy zone length of the cells within the
array is also not uniform. For example, the cell “C” observed
in the cross section at 100 mm (the fifth image of Figure 5)
from the tip was not visible in the same region of the trans-
verse section at 10 mm (the first image of Figure 5). There
is significant coarsening of the cells along the mushy zone
length. Several cells in the immediate neighborhood merge
with one anoother (compare region “D” at 2964 mm with
the same region at 202 mm in Figure 5). This behavior has
been reported in directionally solidified Al-2 wt pct Cu
alloys.[20] Such merging was not observed for dendrites (Fig-
ure 3). It is, therefore, very important that the primary spac-
ing, especially for the cells, be determined from transverse
cross sections near the array tips and not from the microstruc-
tures in the directionally solidified portion of the samples
where the apparent spacing would be much larger. It is
interesting to note that the cells do not have circular crossFig. 2—Influence of growth velocity on macrosegregation along the length
of directionally solidified Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm. sections, which would be expected for an axis-symmetric
morphology. The dendrites, especially near their tips, were
more axis-symmetric (Figure 3) than cells.
Three-dimensional longitudinal and transverse views ofcaused by the presence of subgrain boundaries within the
the mushy zone for cellular array are shown in Figure 6(a)samples. Such subgrain boundaries are evident in Figure 3
and 6(b). The cells are more poorly aligned with respect tofor the section at 1008 mm.
Typical transverse microstructures for the cells are shown the sample translation axis as compared with the dendrites
Fig. 3—Digitized images of dendrites on several transverse sections in the mushy zone as the function of distance from the quenched tip, Pb-5.8 wt pct
Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21, V 5 3 mm s21.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4—Three-dimensional view of a dendritic array, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21, V 5 3 mm s21: (a) longitudinal view and (b) transverse view.
(Figure 4(a)). The non-axis-symmetric nature of the cells is value of 0.9 could be an artifact introduced in the measure-
ment due to quenching because very fine dendrites arealso quite evident in this figure. It suggests that cells may
not have a steady-state tip morphology during directional formed on the preexisting primary dendrites during quench-
ing. It may also be an indication that the dendrite tips aresolidification, as was observed during directional solidifica-
tion of transparent succinonitrile-acetone alloys where indi- not exact paraboloids. The drastic decrease in their shape
factor within the first 100 mm from the tip is due to thevidual cell tips were observed to fluctuate within a shape
envelope.[21] This fluctuation may arise due to competition formation and growth of side branches. For cells, the shape
factor is very low, 0.7, even at the tip, indicating that theyamong neighboring cells or may be caused by convection
in the melt. are not semisphere at the tip and are not cylindrical as has
been generally assumed. This is evident by their transverse
microstructures shown in Figure 5.
C. Comparison of the Mushy Zone Characteristics 2. Hydraulic radiusbetween Cellular and Dendritic Arrays Variation in hydraulic radius of cells and dendrites as a
function of distance from the tip is shown in Figure 8.1. Shape factor
Figure 7 shows the variation in the shape factor of cells Hydraulic radius is defined as 2AL /P, where AL is the cross-
sectional area of the interdendritic liquid region, and P isand dendrities in the mushy zone as a function of distance
from the tip. Shape factor is defined as 4pA/P2, where A is its perimeter. A larger hydraulic radius indicates higher per-
meability in the mushy zone. As indicated earlier, the twothe cross-sectional area of the dendrite, and P is its perimeter.
For a circular cross section, the shape factor would be one. sets of data for dendrites in Figure 8 are from two different
regions of the transverse sections for the same sample. TheirIt can be used to describe the cell/dendrite shape in the
transverse section. The two dendrite plots in Figure 7 corre- agreement is an indication of the microstructural uniformity
on any transverse section in the mushy zone. The hydraulicspond to two different regions on the transverse sections
where measurements were made along the entire mushy radius for the dendrites begins to dramatically decrease after
100 mm from the tips. Within 500 mm from the tip, whichzone length. Good agreement between the two sets of data
indicates that microstructure on any cross section is quite is about 20 pct of the mushy zone length, it dropped from
a high value of about 100 mm to a very low value of aboutuniform. The shape factor for the dendrites is about 0.9 near
the tips, and it slowly decreases to about 0.5 at a distance 6 mm. This severe drop in the mushy zone permeability is
caused by side-branch growing. This suggests that convec-of about 700 mm. For a paraboloidal tip shape, the shape
factor should be unity for the dendrites. The slightly smaller tion in the mushy zone is localized near the array tips to a
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Fig. 5—Digitized images of cells on several transverse sections in the mushy zone as the function of distance from the quenched tip, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb
alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21, V 5 1 mm s21.
depth of about 20 pct of the mushy zone length. This observa- 4. Primary spacing
tion is in agreement with earlier results from numerical Figure 10(a) shows a typical distribution of nearest and
modeling of convection during growth of dendritic arrays.[22] higher order primary spacings for dendrites grown at 3 mm
The hydraulic radius for the cells is significantly smaller s21. Center of mass of individual cells or dendrites were
than dendrites (Figure 8), even in the region very close to identified on a cross section in the mushy zone within about
the array tips. In the absence of side branches, the primary 100 mm from the array tips, and these were subsequently
trunks of cells are more closely packed than the dendrites used to determine the primary spacing distribution.[23] There
resulting in very small hydraulic radius. The very low mushy is a very distinct peak corresponding to the nearest neighbors.
zone permeability of the cells indicates that convection In order to deconvolute the hidden peaks, the spacing distri-
would be localized only at the array tips and would not into bution data were analyzed by a software, Peakfit 4.06,[24]
the mushy zone. using Gaussian Amplitude analysis with variable peak width
following subtraction of the linear background from the data.
For each Gaussian peak, the frequency F is given as F 53. Variation of fraction solid
A0 exp [20.5((X 2 A1)/A2)2], where X is the spacing, A0 isFigure 9 shows the variation of fraction solid in the mushy
the peak amplitude, A1 is the peak center, and A2 is the peakzone as a function of distance from the tip for samples grown
width parameter. The resulting analysis for this sample isat 1.0, 1.5, and 3 mm s21, respectively. The two sets of data
shown in Figure 10(b). The primary spacing, as indicatedfor the 1.5 and 3 mm s21 samples are from two regions with
by the nearest neighbor peak, for this sample is 164.6 6transverse sections at varying distance from the array tips.
4.0 mm.Their good agreement indicates a uniform distribution of
The growth speed dependence of the primary spacingsfraction solid on the entire sample cross section. There is a
obtained in this manner is shown in Figure 11 for the cellularsteep increase in the fraction solid in the cells within 120
and dendritic samples examined in this study. The openmm from the tip, as shown in Fig 9(a). For the dendrites,
symbols correspond to the cells, and the filled symbols arethis increase is much slower (Figure 9(c)). The solid curves
for dendrites. The error bars correspond to standard devia-in this figure indicate theoretical predictions and will be
discussed later. tion. The primary spacing first increases with increasing
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(b)(a)
Fig. 6—Three-dimensional view of a cellular array, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21, V 5 1 mm s21: (a) longitudinal view and (b) transverse view.
Fig. 7—Variation of the shape factor as a function of distance from the
tip, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21.
growth speed. It begins to decrease after a peak in the vicinity
of the cell to dendrite transition. This behavior has been
observed in many alloys. The lines in this figure indicate Fig. 8—Variation of the hydraulic radius as a function of distance from
the tip, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21.theoretical predictions[11] and will be discussed later.
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(a)
Fig. 9—Fraction solid in the mushy zone, comparison with Hunt–Lu model,
Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21.
(b)IV. DISCUSSION
Fig. 10—Primary spacing distribution and regression analysis obtain theA. Fraction Solid versus Distance from the Array Tip
nearest neighbor spacings, Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21, V 5
1 mm s21. (a) Histogram of typical dendrite spacings including the nearestHunt[25] presented the following relationship between the
and higher order spacings and (b) regression fit with a Gaussian amplitudefraction solid in the mushy zone, gS , vs the distance from analysis (linear background substraction).
the cellular/dendritic array tip, x:
(1 2 gS)k21 5 [(Ct 1 Gx/m)(1 2 k) 1 DG/mV ]/ [1]
of about 200 mm from the tip. For the cellular/dendritic[Ct (1 2 K ) 1 DG/mV ] transition (growth speed of 1.5 mm s21, Figure 9(b)), the
prediction is in good agreement with the experimental data
where D is the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid, k for most of the mushy zone length. Whereas, for the den-
is the equilibrium partition coefficient, m is the liquidus drites, Figure 9(c) (growth speed of 3 mm s21), the agreement
slope, G is the thermal gradient in the liquid, V is the growth is poor throughout the mushy zone length.
speed, and Ct is the tip composition in the liquid. In order The discrepancies between theory and experiment may
to calculate gS vs x from this equation, we have used Ct be attributed to the growth of solid on the preexisting primary
predicted by the cell/dendrite model of Hunt-Lu.[11] The dendrites in the mushy zone during quenching. The quench
theoretical predictions thus obtained using the following rates involved during our experiments were measured to be
values: G 5 140 K cm21, the initial alloy composition C0 5 about 35 K s21. During quenching, the mushy zone morphol-
5.8 wt pct Sb, k 5 0.4[26], m 5 6.8 K/wt pct Sb[26], capillarity ogy should evolve by the following process. First, rapid
G 5 0.089 mm K[27], and D1 5 3 3 1025 cm2 s21[28] (indi- growth of solid occurs on the preexisting primary dendrites.
cated by the solid curves in Figure 9). Figure 9(a) shows This is followed by nucleation and growth of fine dendrites
that for cells (growth speed of 1 mm s21), the theoretical in the supercooled melt. The fine dendritic network thus
prediction is in excellent agreement with the experiment formed impinges on the surface of primary dendrites and
near the tip. However, it deviates remarkably after a distance
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where DT 8S 5
G8
V 8 1 a 1 (1 2 a)V 8
0.45 2
G8
V 8 (a 1 (1 2 a)
0.45)
a 5 5.273 3 1023 1 0.5519 k 2 0.1865 k2 [2b]
For dendrites: l8 5 0.15596 V 8(a20.75)(V 8 2 G8)0.75G820.6028
where a 5 21.131 2 0.1555 log10(G8) 2 0.7589 3 1022
[log10(G8)]2
Here, G8 5 G G k/DT 20, V 8 5 VGk/(DDT0), l8 5 lDT0/
(Gk), and l is primary spacing. The other parameters are
the same as those in Eq. [1]. It should be pointed out that
Equations [2a] and [2b] represent the lower limit of the
predicted primary spacings.
As shown in Figure 11, the experimentally measured pri-
mary dendritic spacings are much smaller than theoretical
predictions. As mentioned previously, the Hunt–Lu model
does not take into account convection around the array tips
and in the interdendritic region. Because convection isFig. 11—Growth speed dependence of primary spacings in directionally
expected to influence the solutal profiles at the tip and thesolidified Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21.
composition gradient in the interdendritic melt, the primary
spacings are expected to be influenced by convection. As
presented in our earlier work,[19] convection around the array
retards their growth. Finally, the eutetic liquid within the tips can be represented by a parameter, [g(Ct 2 C0)Dt /fine interdendritic regions solidifies. This eutectic defines VC0]0.5, where g is the gravitational acceleration. Figurethe cellular/dendritic profiles used in measuring the fraction 12(a) plots the ratio of experimentally measured primary
solid in the mushy zone. The experimentally determined
fraction solid values would be expected to be higher than
those existing during directional solidification. The deviation
should be highest near the dendrite tips and decreases
towards the base of dendrites.[29] It may be suggested that
this effect is responsible for the discrepancy between the
experimentally observed data and the theoretically predicted
behavior shown Figure 9(c) for the dendritic sample grown
at 3 mm s21. However, it fails to explain the behavior shown
in Figure 9(a) for the cellular sample grown at 1 mm s21.
The experimentally obtained fraction solid values are smaller
than the theoretically predicted ones for the cellular sample.
The discrepancy may also be attributed to convection
and side-branch formation not included in the theoretical
analysis. Convection produces longitudinal macrosegrega-
tion (Figure 2). Solute content of the melt at the time of
quench is, therefore, higher than 5.8 wt pct Sb assumed in
the preceding fraction solid analysis. Replacing C0 with these
higher values (indicated as “L” in Figure 2) decreases the (a)
predicted fraction solid values. Convection is also known
to stabilize the liquid-solid interface against morphological
stability.[30] It, therefore, may also delay the onset of side
branch formation. However, at this stage, it is not clear how
these factors influence the amount of fraction solid in the
mushy zone. The low gravity experiments would be able to
determine whether convection is the key factor responsible
for the discrepancy.
B. Comparison of Primary Spacings with Hunt–Lu
Model and Role of Convection in Reducing the
Primary Spacings for Cellular and Dendritic Arrays
The numerical model presented by Hunt and Lu[11] is also
used to compare with the experimentally determined primary
spacings in Figure 11. According to the model, the follow-
ing hold. (b)
For cells: l8 5 8.18 k20.485 V 820.29 (V 8 2 G8)20.3 [2a] Fig. 12—Influence of convection on the primary spacings in directionallysolidified Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy, G1 5 140 K cm21: (a) convection around
DT 820.3S (1 2 V 8)21.4 the tip and (b) convection in the interdendritic region.
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spacing (lexp) and that predicted by the Hunt–Lu model (lth) simultaneously would be required to identify the exact mech-
as a function of this parameter. We have used Ct predicted anism. Such experiments are presently planned.
by the Hunt–Lu model in order to calculate this parameter.
The extent of decrease in primary dendrite spacing is indi-
cated by the ratio, (lexp: lth), which is directly related to the
increasing value of this parameter. A decrease in the primary V. CONCLUSIONS
dendrite spacing due to convection has also been observed
in Pb-Sn[15] and Al-Cu[31,32] alloys. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study
In order to explain the influence of convection in the where entire mushy zone morphology, from the tip of the
interdendritic region on primary spacing, Doupouy et al.[33] cellualr/dendritic array to its base, was examined in direc-
introduced a convection parameter z given below tionally solidified and quenched Pb-5.8 wt pct Sb alloy.
j 5 BbcgGX*.mL.21 n21 V 21 f 2L l2 [3] 1. The hydraulic radius measurements along the mushy zone
length indicate that convection for the cellular arrays arewhere
limited to the melt in the immediate vicinity of the array
fL 5 [GX*/.mL.(C` 2 C*`) 1 1]21/(12k) tips. For the dendrites, convection extends to a depth of
about 20 pct of the mushy zone length.
2. Shape factor analysis along the mushy zone length indi-X* 5 minF.mL.(C` 2 C*`)(1 2 k)G(1 1 k) , H2 , .mL.(C**` 2 C`)G G cates that cells are not axis-symmetric as generally
assumed. Dendrites are significantly more axis-symmet-
C*` 5 DG[1 2 (1 2 k)D]
R.mL (1 2 k). ric compared to cells.3. Convection in these alloys causes longitudinal macroseg-
regation and results in significantly reduced primary den-C**` 5 CE 2
DG
V.mL.
D drite spacing compared with that expected from
theoretical models based on diffusive transport. However,
the dendrite tip radii are not as adversely affected byD 5 min11 RdD 2 convection. This suggests that while the tip radius may
be an important length scale for determining the primary
Here, B is a constant equal to 3 3 1024, CE is the eutectic spacing for cells, the side-branch formation and its growth
composition in the equilibrium phase diagram, n is the kine- may play a more significant role in determining the pri-
matic viscosity, d is the convective solute boundary layer,
mary spacing for dendrites.
and the other parameters are the same as those in Eqs. [1]
through [2]. In order to calculate this convection parameter,
primary spacing l and the convective solute boundary layer
d should be known in advance. The spacing l can be obtained
either experimentally or theoretically. Here, we take the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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